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“The airport surface environment is a complex and dynamic place, 

the dimensions of which are bounded, not only by the physical 

pavement and its attendant marking, lighting and signage, but also 

by the capabilities of the many people who must carry out their 

separate roles on its surface and the equipment and procedures 

they use to coordinate their actions.”

National Blueprint for Runway Safety  - October 2000

-

-
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Expectations from this Presentation

 Increase Awareness

 You will understand that vehicle driver awareness on runway safety issues 

are paramount for your survival on the airport and the airport’s survival to 

remain successful.

 Recognition of Potential for Accident/Incident

 You will understand the potential is present EVERY time you operate on 

the airport surface.  Letting your guard down can be costly.

 Acceptance of Responsibility

 Every driver that operates on any airport will be able to accept the 

responsibility that goes with the task of driving on the airport.
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Topics of Discussion

 Definitions

 Runway Incursions

 Airport Markings and Signs

 Non-Movement Areas

 Movement Areas

 Communication Procedures

 Best Practices during Vehicle Operation at Towered 
Airports 

 Regulations and Enforcement

 Escort Procedures

 Aircraft Restricted Area
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Definitions – Key Terms
 Surface Incidents

 Runway Incursions

 Airport Operations Area (AOA)

 Approved Vehicle 

 Authorized Vehicle 

 Foreign Object Debris/Damage (FOD) 

 Movement Area 

 Non-Movement Area 

 Ramp

 Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT)
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Allegiant

MD-82/83 Jet - 166 seats

Airbus A319 – 156 seats

Airbus A320 – 176 seats

Twice weekly flights from Grand Island 
to Las Vegas, NV and Phoenix, AZ

American Eagle

Embrarer 140 or 145 Regional Jets 44 – 50 
seats

Twice daily flights from Grand Island to 
Dallas/Fort Worth, TX

Current Airlines with Service to 
Central Nebraska Regional Airport
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 Sun Country Airlines -
 Grand Island, NE to Laughlin, NV

 Swift Air -
 Grand Island, NE to Wendover UT/NV

CHARTERS:
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Transportation Security Administration 
(TSA) Requirements

Rules and Regulations for Gate Card Badge Holders

1. Gate card badges are not to be loaned to anyone.

2. Badges should always be visible when on airside (AOA).

3. Absolutely no tailgating when entering Airport airside, wait until gate closes completely and 

then the next person may present their card and enter.

4. Absolutely no piggybacking when entering an Airport door with your gate card badge.   

Only you may enter after using your badge.  Once entered make sure door is completely 

closed and secured.  Then next person may present their gate card badge to enter.

5. When driving through access gates, wait until gate closes completely before proceeding.

6. When a tenant terminates their lease or an employee is terminated, it is their responsibility 

to return the gate card badge immediately to the Hall County Airport Authority (HCAA) 

administration office.  There is a $25.00 fine for lost or stolen gate cards and $150.00 fine 

for unreturned gate card badges.

7. If a gate card badge is lost/stolen, immediately notify the Hall County Airport Authority 

administration office verbally so that the missing card can be deactivated.  In addition, a 

letter must be presented to the Hall County Airport Authority Administration office prior to 

new gate card badge being issued.  This letter will be kept on file. 8



Transportation Security Administration 
(TSA) Requirements

 Notify the Hall County Airport Authority (HCAA) 
Administration office at (308) 385-5170 or Airport 
Security Coordinator at (308) 390-5372 if you see any 
suspicious person(s) or activity inside the premises of 
the airport.  

 If TSA performs a security inspection, all fines that are 
issued due to tenant neglect will be passed on to 
responsible party.

 Failure to adhere to above referenced requirements may 
result in fines and suspension of driving privileges on 
Airport premises.
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Introduction

 Provide a basic understanding of 

operating within the Aircraft Operations 

Area (AOA) in a safe manner.

 Standard operating procedures.
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Right-of-way Rules
 At all times aircraft has the right-of-way over 

any ground vehicle.

 Authorized vehicles operating anywhere  on 
the AOA must yield to moving aircraft by 
whatever means necessary.

 The Right-Of-Way Hierarchy is as follows:

1. Aircraft and Helicopters

2. Emergency Vehicles & Equipment

3. Snow Removal Equipment

4. Maintenance Ground Vehicles
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Surface Incident
First, there must be a “surface incident.”

New Runway Incursion Definition:
Any occurrence at an airport involving the incorrect presence of an aircraft, 

vehicle or person on the protected area of a surface designated for the landing  
and take-off of aircraft .

Surface Collision
When there is NO separation during the runway incursion, the result is an 

accident.

The Making of a Disaster

Fatalities 12



SUBJECT: New Runway Incursion Definition
Prepared by Mike Mullen, 816-329-2618

BACKGROUND:
Effective October 1, 2007 the FAA adopted the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) definition of a runway incursion.

New Runway Incursion Definition:

Any occurrence at an airport involving the incorrect presence of an 

aircraft, vehicle or person on the protected area of a surface 

designated for the landing and take-off of aircraft.

Previous Runway Incursion Definition:

A runway incursion is any occurrence in the airport runway environment 

involving an aircraft, vehicle, person, or object on the ground that creates a 

collision hazard or results in a loss of required separation with an aircraft 

taking off, intending to take off, landing, or intending to land.

Basically, any vehicle or pedestrian crossing the holding position marking or entering 

a runway, without ATCT authorization, is a runway incursion even if there are no 

aircraft affected.  Runway incursions are further classified into Categories, A/B/C/D 

depending on their severity.  Driving or walking on an active taxiway without ATCT 

authorization is a surface incident.
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Pickup Truck & B-747

The driver of this pickup (standing outside the vehicle) saw the 747 on final approach 

and ran.  The pilot reported feeling a “slight shudder” in the main gear upon landing.  

The potential for an accident is always present. 14



Crop Duster and a Trash Truck

At this NON-Towered Airport, an unsuspecting Trash Truck Driver ventured onto the 

runway at the most inopportune time possible.  While the pilot survived this accident, the 

driver of the truck sustained fatal injuries.  

The potential for an accident is always present. 15



• Day/IFR

• Weather - Light Rain

• Visibility - Restricted; 

Fog & Low Clouds

Los Rodeos Airport Tenerife, Canary Islands, March 27, 1977

Taxiing aircraft collided with takeoff aircraft on same runway

The worst accident in aviation history occurred in 1977 when 

two 747 aircraft collided on a runway in the Canary Islands 

killing 583 passengers 16



The Runway Safety “Genesis” – Tenerife

The concept of Runway Safety is not new.  The greatest loss of life of ANY aviation accident 

in history remains the accident that occurred in March 1977 at Tenerife in the Canary Islands 

when two Boeing 747’s collided on the runway.  

This accident was a Runway Incursion and represents the genesis for runway safety 

awareness and risk mitigation. 17



Taipei’s Chang Kai Shek International Airport, October 31, 2000

• Night/IFR

• Weather - Heavy Rain

• Visibility - 600 meters

• Typhoon in area

Aircraft impacted equipment 

on closed runway during takeoff

A 747 aircraft took off on a closed runway and 

collided with construction equipment killing 83 onboard
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Airport Authority Vehicle & DC-10

While taxiing, the pilot was informed by tower 

controllers there was a vehicle “stuck” under 

his main landing gear. 

The potential for an accident is always present.
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Vehicle/Pedestrian Deviation (V/PD)

VEHICLE OPERATORS and 

PEDESTRIANS are at risk of being 

a party to an incursion when they 

are unable to correlate their visual 

observations of airport signs, 

markings and lighting and other 

physical features on the airport 

with the specific ATCT taxi 

instructions. 

Contributing factors include:

-Failure to ask for assistance when                       

confused

- Failure to use airport diagram

- Lack of training

- Not familiar with airport 
20



Definition of Surface 
Incident

Any event where unauthorized 

movement by an aircraft, vehicle, or 
pedestrian occurs on the Movement 
Area that affects or could affect the 
safety of flight. 21



•Runway/Taxiway Intersections

• Runway Thresholds

Common Locations of Surface 

Events Regardless of Airport Size or 

Level of Operational Activity
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There are 3 Types of Runway Incursions

Operational 

Errors
Air Traffic Controllers

Pilot 

Deviations
Commercial, General Aviation

& Military

Vehicle & 

Pedestrian 

Deviations

Airport Authority Vehicles, ARFF (Fire Trucks), 

Tugs, Tenants’ Personal Cars, Delivery Trucks, 

Pizza Delivery, Trash Trucks, Construction 

Vehicles, Fuel Trucks, Pedestrians, Law 

Enforcement, Sightseers, etc.
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The 3 Main Causes of Runway Incursions

 Breakdown in Communications

 Vehicle Drivers, Pilots, Air Traffic Controllers

 Lack of Airport Familiarity

 Vehicle Drivers, Pilots

 Loss of Situational Awareness

 Vehicle Drivers, Pilots, Air Traffic Controllers 24



All 350 Vehicle/Pedestrian Runway Incursions were 
analyzed:

- 157 POV’s and pedestrians

217 entered the runway without two-way communications 
and/or authorization

133 instructed to hold short, and read back hold short 
instructions, but still entered the runway

Primary Performance Factors of 

Vehicle/Pedestrian Runway Incursions

- 60 airport vehicles

- 24 by a non-pilot maintenance taxiing an aircraft

- 109 airport vehicles
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Foreign Object Debris/Damage 
(FOD)

 Term used to refer to any object(s) 
(discarded waste, rock fragments, etc.) 
on the airport that has the potential of 
causing damage to aircraft.

 Responsibility of all people operating a 
vehicle on the AOA to control FOD. 

 Any observed FOD should be removed 
and/or stowed properly.
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Section One:  
Airport Markings and Signs

 Runway Designators

 Runway 17-35 (7002’x150’) 

 Runway 13-31 (6608’x100’) 

 Taxiways 

 50’ in width
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Movement Area/Non-Movement   

Area Boundary Marking 

Movement  Area
(Taxiways, 

Runways, Safety 
Areas. Other areas 
used for taxiing, 

takeoff and landing 
of aircraft, 

exclusively of 
loading ramps and 
parking areas. )

Non-Movement
Area

(Ramp and 
Hangar Areas)
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Non-Movement Area Boundary Signs

29



Non-Movement Area Boundary 
Signs and Markings 

 Regulatory in nature.

 **All vehicles must hold short of the Boundary 

Marking and wait for a clearance from the ATCT 

before proceeding into the Movement Area.

 Proper vehicle position.

**Every vehicle must request clearance onto any 
movement area at any time.  

All CNRA Maintenance Vehicles will monitor “Air to 
Ground” frequency 118.2 any time the vehicle is 

operating within the Movement Area .
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Hold Short Signs and Markings

 Located on a taxiway where an 

aircraft/vehicle is required to stop when 

it does not have clearance to proceed 

onto the runway.

 You must stop and receive clearance 

from the Air Traffic Control Tower 

(ATCT) before proceeding 

onto the runway. 
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Usually 9 FEET

The Most Important Marking on ANY Airport

2 SOLID LINES & 2 DASHED LINES
32



Entering ? Or Exiting? The Runway

The Most Important Marking on ANY Airport
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Airfield Lighting
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Hold Short Lines at C 17-35
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Hold position markings are required to have glass beads and be 

highlighted in black for contrast on light colored pavement at 

certified and towered airports

- Towered Airports - HOLD unless otherwise instructed by ATCT

- Non-Towered Airports or TOWERED AIRPORTS WHEN THE TOWER IS 

CLOSED- Proceed after announcing yourself (name, location, intent) on 

118.2 and no traffic conflict exists.

Hold Position Markings

Not Highlighted Highlighted in 

Black with 

Glass Beads

“Glass Bead” 

effect at night
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Dash through the DASHED LINES

STOP before the SOLID LINES = SOLID WALL

RUNWAY
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Runway Holding Position Signs

Every Hold Position MARKING will have an associated 

Hold Position SIGN.  These signs are typically located to 

the LEFT side of the Hold Position Marking

• Towered Airports - HOLD as instructed by ATCT

• Non-Towered Airports or TOWERED AIRPORTS WHEN TOWER IS CLOSED-

Proceed after announcing yourself (name, location, intent) and making sure no 

traffic conflict exists.
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Hold short signs are of the mandatory nature.  

Mandatory signs that require compliance have a 

red background with a white inscription and are 

used to denote the following: 

1) An entrance to a runway or critical area and;

2) Areas where an aircraft is prohibited from 

entering.
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Enhanced Taxiway Centerline Markings
at Hold Short Lines
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Surface Painted Holding Position Sign
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“Hold Short” sign.

Non-Movement Area 

Boundary Sign.
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Runway and Taxiway Markings

Taxiway = YELLOWRunway = WHITE
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Runway Markings

White Runway Numbers 35
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Other Miscellaneous Movement Area Signs

Location Sign

Runway Distance Remaining Sign Direction Signs
45



Taxiway location signs are used to identify a taxiway on which the aircraft is 

located.  These signs have a black background with yellow inscription and 

yellow borders.  

Remember: “BLACK SQUARE - YOU’RE THERE!”

Taxiway Location Signs

Taxiway Location Sign

Taxiway Location Sign
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Direction signs have a yellow background with a black inscription.  The 

inscription identifies the designation(s) of the intersecting taxiway(s). Each 

designation is accompanied by an arrow indicating the direction of the turn.

Remember: “YELLOW SIGN, YELLOW ARRAY - POINTS THE WAY!”

Runway exit signs are 

located on the EXIT 

side(s) of the runway 

before the turnoff

Direction Signs

Direction 

Signs
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Orientation of signs are from left to right in a clockwise manner. Left turn 

signs are on the left of the location sign and right turn signs are on the 

right side of the location sign.

“BLACK SQUARE - YOU’RE THERE!” 

“YELLOW SIGN, YELLOW ARRAY - POINTS THE WAY!”

Direction Signs (cont)
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Section Two:  
The Non-Movement Area

 Generally considered to be areas such 

as ramp and hangar areas.
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General Operating Rules

 While operating a vehicle on Non-Movement 
Areas, extreme care and vigilance shall be 
observed when near aircraft.

 At all times, all vehicles shall yield the right-
of-way to any aircraft or helicopter taxiing.

 All vehicles shall observe the following signs 
and pavement markings, which delineate the 
boundary between Movement and Non-
Movement Areas: 
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Signs and Markings for Boundary between 
Movement and Non-Movement Areas
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 ONLY AUTHORIZED 

VEHICLES are to be operated 

on Non-Movement Areas. 

 During emergencies, yield the 

right-of-way to fire, police, and 

medical equipment. 

 Vehicles are to be maintained 

in a safe working order. 

Mike Mullen - FAA
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Speed Restrictions

 Speed limit on all non-movement areas of 

15 mph shall be observed at all times.

 When within 15 feet of aircraft, the maximum 
speed will be 5 mph.

 Erratic and reckless

driving is forbidden 

and will not be tolerated.
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Operating a Vehicle Near Aircraft

 If aircraft is moving or appears 
to be ready to move, hold clear 
of the aircraft until the aircraft 
passes.

 If aircraft’s strobe lights or red 
anti-collision beacon is on, hold 
clear until it passes.

 At no time shall a vehicle be 
driven within 100 feet of the 
exhaust of a jet engine at idle . 54



Section Three:  
Movement Areas

 Consists of the runways, taxiways, safety 

areas and any other areas of Central 

Nebraska Regional Airport that are utilized 

for taxiing, takeoff, and landing of aircraft, 

exclusively of loading ramps and parking 

areas.

 Specific approval for entry onto the 

movement area must be obtained from ATCT.
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Designation of Movement Areas

 Delineation between Movement Areas 

and Non-Movement Areas can best be 

seen with the use of Movement 

Boundary Markings.

Movement Area Non-Movement Area
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Movement Areas

include all runways, 

taxiways and that 

portion of the ramp 

east of movement 

area marking
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Requirements

 Only vehicles approved by the Airport 

Executive Director may operate on all 

Movement Areas when operated by a 

qualified driver that has completed the 

CNRA Drivers Training.

 All authorized vehicles must have an 

operating, two-way radio or be in 

contact by cell phone, Tower – (308) 

384-3500.
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Note:

 At no time will any unauthorized 
vehicle drive within the Movement 
Area on any taxiway or runway.  

 This rule still applies even when Air 
Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) is closed 
between 20:01 and 06:59.
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Only personnel from the following agencies are allowed to cross the 
Movement Line:

▪ National Weather Service
▪ Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
▪ Hall County Airport Authority
▪ Midwest Air Traffic Control Tower

Personnel from these agencies must pass an initial practical driving test 
and annually written driver’s test.

Trego Dugan Aviation employees are NOT authorized to cross 
the Movement Line.  They must contact the Hall County Airport 
Authority for an escort.

ACCESS TO 
MOVEMENT AREA
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Every vehicle must request clearance

onto any runway at any time.  All CNRA Vehicles 

will monitor Air Traffic Control Tower 

frequency 118.2 any time the vehicle is 

operating within the Movement Area .
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Movement Line on Ramp

 Never chase anything (hats, animals or anything 
blowing in the wind) across the movement line. 
Call ATCT (308-384-3500) and they will contact 
Airport Operations to take care of the situation.

 Crossing the movement line without permission 
from ATCT or the proper qualification could 
result in surrender of your airport badge and 
removal from airside permanently.
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Movement Line Rules – Do not cross 

boundary lines in the pictured situations.  Contact 
ATCT (308-384-3500)
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Runway/Taxiway Ruts

If you see or make any ruts along 
runways or taxiways, contact ATCT or 

Airport Operations immediately.
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Runway Safety Area

 Area that is 250 feet from either side of 

the centerline (usually marked by the 

hold short lines) and 1000 feet from the 

threshold of the runway edge is 

considered part of the paved runway 

surface.
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2
7

1
7

3
5

250’

250’

Ramp

1,000’1,000’
500’

Knowledge and Understanding of the

Runway Safety Area (RSA)

Typical Runway Safety Area Dimensions
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2
7

1
7

3
5

Ramp

B A17-3517-35 C 17-35

With Runway Hold Markings & Hold Position Signs

How Is the Runway Safety Area Identified OR 

Marked for an Aircraft or Vehicle Driver?

EDC17-35
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Runway Safety Areas
Extend 250’ from runway 

centerlines and 1000’ from 

runway ends.

Ta

Taxiway Safety Areas
Extend 75’ from centerline. . 
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Special Cases - Summer

 Mowing machinery will operate within the 
safety area, often right next to runway edge.

 All members of a mowing crew will have 
radios, and will monitor tower frequency and 
will clear the safety area when a landing or 
take-off operation is conducted.

 ATCT will request Airport Operations to clear 
the safety area at which point Airport 
Operations would comply.  
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Radio Frequencies at 

Central Nebraska Regional Airport

121.9 Ground

118.2 Air

ATCT Hours of Operation:  07:00 am – 20:00 pm

Section Four: 
Communication Procedures 
Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT)
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Radio Communications

 No unauthorized person shall operate a 

two-way aviation radio with ATCT. 

 Communication will be established and 

maintained between the authorized 

ground vehicle and ATCT on air control 

frequency 118.2 or by cell phone at 

(308) 384-3500.
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Communications with ATCT

Acceptable Call Signs:

TREGO 

FAA MOBILE

AIRPORT 1- 12

Basically the company’s name followed 

by your vehicle type and/or number
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Communications with ATCT

A normal communications sequence when you are transitioning 

from the Taxiway to the Runway will go as follows:

Dial in 118.2 on your radio and wait for an opening to communicate 

with the Tower.

YOU: Tower,  Airport Four, North Ramp, I would like to drive 

Alpha, Bravo, Runway 17.                                       

TOWER:   Airport Four, Proceed ‘A’, ‘B’, Runway 17 Full Length.

YOU: Tower , Proceed ‘A’, ‘B’, Runway 17 Full Length.

When clear of the runway advise tower: 

“Airport Four is off Runway 17 at Bravo.
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Communications with ATCT

Steady Green Cleared to cross, proceed 

or go

Steady Red STOP

Flashing Red Clear taxiway/runway

Flashing White Return to starting point on 

airport

Alternating Red and Green Exercise extreme caution

Air Traffic Control Tower Light Gun Signals

COLOR AND TYPE OF 

SIGNAL 

MOVEMENT OF VEHICLES 

EQUIPMENT AND 

PERSONNEL 
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Between the hours of 20:01 and 06:59 
when CNRA becomes an uncontrolled 
airfield, clearance is not required for 
vehicles to operate within the AOA on all 
taxiways and runways.  

However, authorized vehicles need to 
advise local air traffic on Radio Frequency 
118.2 when intending to drive on any 
runway or taxiway and when the vehicle is 
clear of the runway.  It is a good idea to 
periodically announce your presence on 
the movement areas.
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CAUTION: Follow the clearance or instructions that are 

ACTUALLY received and not those EXPECTED to be received

Conduct Pre-Taxi Planning

• Study airport diagram 

BEFORE entering the 

movement area.

• Identify complex 

intersections and potential 

runway crossings.

• Plan timing of in vehicle tasks 

and conduct them while 

stopped.

• Plan timing of company 

communications.

• Listen to ATIS.

Section Five:
Best Practices during Vehicle

Operation at Towered Airports
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Drivers should always use the phonetic alphabet when 

identifying their position during communication with

air traffic control facilities

A…..Alpha B….. Bravo C….. Charlie

D…..Delta E….. Echo F….. Foxtrot

G…..Golf H….. Hotel I…..  India

J….. Juliet K….. Kilo L….. Lima

M…..Mike N….. November O…..Oscar

P….. Papa Q….. Quebec R….. Romeo

S….. Sierra T….. Tango U….. Uniform

V….. Victor W…..Whiskey X….. X-Ray

Y….. Yankee Z….. Zulu
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• Listen before transmitting

• Think before transmitting

• Monitor ATIS before transmitting

When Communicating with Air Traffic Control Tower:
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NOTE: Common sense should be 

used in determining this need.

Write Down Clearance Instructions

Copying complex clearance 

instructions can reduce a 

persons vulnerability to 

forgetting

“ Airport Four, hold short of 

Runway 17.”
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Monitor ATCT instructions issued

to other aircraft

LOOK before crossing intersecting 

taxiways or runways

Maintain Situational Awareness
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Use

Extra

Caution!
At Night

or in Periods of Reduced Visibility

Maintain Situational Awareness

In Periods of Reduced Visibility

Reggie
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Read back All Hold Short Instructions !!!!!
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Certain environmental conditions, such as snow, fog, or heavy 

rain may prevent visual confirmation by ATCT of an aircraft’s 

position, or yours, on the airport.  

Inform ATCT Immediately if you become Disoriented
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Section Six: 
Regulations and Enforcement

 Established for the safety of all persons 

operating vehicles and aircraft on the 

AOA. 

 Regulations control the operation of all 

ground vehicles.

 Penalties have been established for all 

violations.  
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Speed Limits
 Violation to exceed the speed limits set forth 

by the Airport Executive Director. 

 Maximum speed of any vehicle within any 

Non-Movement Areas is 15 mph, and within 

15 feet of aircraft the maximum speed is 

reduced to 5 mph. 

 Movement Areas are restricted to a maximum 

speed of 35 mph. 

 Emergency equipment responding to 

emergencies are exempt.
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Right-of-Way

 Violation to fail to yield the right-of-

way. 

 Aircraft have the right-of-way over all 

ground vehicles.

 All vehicles must yield the right-of-way 

to aircraft taxiing, preparing to depart 

parking areas and ramps, and aircraft 

under tow by tugs.
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Driving on the Movement Area

 No vehicle shall proceed onto a taxiway or 

runway unless it has approval, is in positive 

radio contact with ATCT, has received 

clearance, and has an official need to be on 

the taxiway and/or runway. 

 Violation to indiscriminately or mistakenly 

use the taxiways and runways for short cuts. 

 Federal offense to maneuver on the 

movement area without permission and/or 

clearance from ATCT.
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Runway or Taxiway Incursions

▪ Any individual involved in a runway or taxiway 

incursion will be required to receive remedial 

training given by Airport Operations.

▪ Depending on the nature of the offense, any 

individual involved in a runway or taxiway incursion 

may be required to submit a report to the FAA, and 

could possibly face criminal charges. A repeated 

offender may be fined $100.00 or receive suspension 

of driving privileges.
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Vehicle Marking and Lighting

 Make sure vehicle is properly marked and lighted.

 During the nighttime, inclement weather and low 
visibility, all vehicles shall have all headlights, 
taillights and running lights in operation. 

 Proper operation of vehicle lights is the 
responsibility of the driver.  

 Otherwise, that vehicle and operator is in violation 
of this regulation and will be denied access onto the 
AOA. 
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Enforcement

 At the discretion of the Airport 

Executive Director, violations of these 

Regulations, depending upon the 

nature and severity, may result in the 

following:

1) A verbal and/or written warning. 
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Enforcement (cont.)

2) The removal from the AOA of the 

individual(s), vehicle(s) and/or 

equipment that is/are in violation. The 

AOA violator will also have to undergo 

remedial training.  
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Enforcement (cont.)

3) The issuance of an AOA violation 

citation. In addition to this, the 

violator’s driving privileges on the 

AOA will be revoked for a length of 

time to be determined by the Airport 

Executive Director.  A copy of the AOA 

violation will be kept on file at the 

HCAA Administration office.  
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1 Van… 20K

1 New Wing… 500K

Having Trained Drivers at Your Airport… Priceless
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Section Seven:
Escort Procedures

Any person who does not have a Central Nebraska Regional Airport badge and 
requires access to the Airport Operations Area (AOA) must be escorted by 
someone who has been issued a CNRA badge and has been trained in CNRA 
Escort Procedures.

Escort Procedures are:

• Escorted individuals must be continuously accompanied, monitored and
controlled while within the AOA by an Escort in a manner sufficient to identify
whether the escorted individual engages in the activity for which access was
granted.  The Escort must remain with the escorted individual until they exit
the AOA.  (CNRA Policy:  Escort must be within an arm’s length of person being
escorted.)
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Escort Procedues (continued):

▪ When escorting through a controlled access point, ensure that the escorted
individual follows through the door/gate and may not proceed through
unaccompanied.

▪ Escorted vehicles must be accompanied by an authorized person and vehicle
with proper Escorting and Driving Privileges.

▪ If an individual under your escort becomes uncooperative, missing or engages
in activities other than those for which escorted, contact the Grand Island
Police Department – 911 – immediately and call the Airport Security Manager
at 308-390-5372.
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Section Eight:
Aircraft Restricted Area

Hall County Airport Authority
Contact Information:

Airport Operations (308) 390-5372 or

Air Traffic Control Tower (308) 384-3500
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AIRCRAFT RESTRICTED AREA

 Area on ramp by terminal outlined with 
red stripe and words RESTRICTED AREA 
DO NOT CROSS.

 This is a restricted area during commercial 
air carrier operations. No persons without 
proper HCAA issued badge with a red or 
blue stripe or an escort shall be inside this 
box during operations.

 No personal vehicles shall be allowed 
inside restricted box during operations.
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Aircraft Restricted Area 
(CHALLENGE)

 If you see any unauthorized 
person in the aircraft 
restricted area, you need to 
challenge that person. 

 Challenge means to ask who 
they are and ask to see their 
HCAA issued Restricted Area 
badge. 

 If person doesn't have a 
proper badge to be in the 
aircraft restricted area, 
contact airport operations 
immediately. 
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Proper Badge For 
Aircraft Restricted Area

 A proper badge for the 
aircraft restricted area 
will have a red or blue 
stripe on the left side 
with word RESTRICTED 
printed on it.

 A non-restricted area 
badge will have a yellow 
or green stripe on the left 
side. 
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Personal Vehicle In 
Aircraft Restricted Area

 If a personal or unauthorized 
vehicle is observed in the aircraft 
restricted area, you must 
challenge the person by asking 
to see their HCAA issued 
Restricted Area badge, and 
request they turn around and 
use the appropriate gate for their 
destination. 

 If person doesn't have a HCAA 
issued Restricted Area badge, 
contact Airport Operations 
immediately. 
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Conclusion

Questions??

Contact Airport Operations at 308-390-5372 or the Air 

Traffic Control Tower at 308-384-3500 
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